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In this paper Niederreiter’s error bound for quasi-Monte Carlo intwation on 
bounded Jordan measurable subsets of the k-dimensional unit cube E” is im- 
proved. The new error bound, which has been conjectured by Niederreiter, reduces 
to the corresponding error bound given by Zaremba in case of integration on 
convex subsets of EL. 
1. ~TR~DUCTION 
In the sequel we will use the following definitions and notations. Let Ek 
and Uk be the sets 
I(* ,, . . . , tk) E @IO I ti I 1, 1 I i I k} 
and 
{(* 1, . . . . tk) E Rk10 I ti < 1, 1 5 i I k}, 
respectively. We write d( *, -) for the Euclidean distance in Rk and A, for 
the Lebesgue measure in Wk. If M is a subset of Ek and if l is an arbitrary 
positive real number, then the sets MC and M-, are defined as follows: 
M, = {x E Ek13y E Mwith d(x,y) < c}, 
Me., = {x E EklVy E Ek\ M: d(x,y) 2 c}. 
Further, if r is a positive, nondecreasing function, defined for all positive 
real numbers, which satisfies lim,,+r(e) = 0, we denote by ‘3R!k) the 
family of all X,-measurable subsets A4 of E*, such that 
vc > 0: X,(&f,\ M) 5 I-(E) and X,(M\ Mm,) 5 r(c). 
It has been shown [2] that every element of a family CX!k) is Jordan 
measurable and, moreover, that every Jordan measurable subset belongs to 
some nt!k). 
With every 9R:“) there can be associated, in a natural way, the L”O- 
discrepancy DN( w; 9$“)). Let w be a finite sequence of points x,, . . . , xN 
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in Ek and A( M, N) be the number of these points which are elements of 
A4 , then DN(w; 5Xck)) is defined by I 
D&J; %;k’) = sup (1) 
ME9lp 
A(:N) - h,(M)I. 
If w is a function on Ek and &/?I’ a partition of Ek, i.e., &/$? is a set of k 
sequences (T$?), . . . , ~);~j)), j = 1,. . . , k, with 
0 = q(p) 5 q(j) 5 . . . < qfmj) 3 1 
J J - J 9 
then the forward difference operator A, is defined by 
A,W(XI ,... ,X ,-,, #),X~+,,...,Xk) 
= 4x1 ,...) X,J$+‘) ,x1+1,..., xk) - w(xI ,...,X[-1 #) , ,x[+l,“‘, xk) 
for 0 I i I m, - 1. 
The composite operator Aj, . . . AjP is denoted by Aji,. ..j,. By means of this 
operator we introduce the quantity 
m,,-1 m;,-1 
V(k)(W) = sup 2 . . . I: IAl...kW(~~‘),...,~~))I, 
s/S i,=O ik =o 
where the supremum is taken over all partitions &/9 of Ek. When VCk)(w) 
is finite, then w is said to be of bounded variation in the sense of Vitali. 
When the restriction of w to every set 
El..,iP= {(xi ,..., xk) EEklxi= lifi#i,,,i,}, llplk, 
is of bounded variation in the sense of Vitali, then w is said to be of 
bounded variation in the sense of Hardy and Krause: in this case we use 
the notation @‘)( w; i,, . . . , i,) in stead of Vtk)( w). In what follows we will 
restrict ourself to real functions on Ek. 
Now, Niederreiter proved the following 
THEOREM [2]. Let w be a Lebesgue integrable function on Ek, of bounded 
variation in the sense of Hardy and Krause, and let M be an element of some 
fami& 9R!k), then one has, for every finite sequence w of points x1,. . . , xN in 
Uk, that 
$ lx w(x#J -J wdh, < D,(o; %zk’) 
x, EM M 
Iw(l,...,l)l + 2 2 P)(w; i,,. . .,iP) 
p-l Isi,<... <i,<k 
with S(E) = r(c) + 2kc. 
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But it was also conjectured that the function s could be replaced by the 
function r, i.e., that the following sharper error bound could be valid: 
k 
x Iw(L...J)l+ 2 2 v(yw;il,...,ip) 
p-l I<i,<...<i,<k 
(2) 
In the present paper a proof of this assertion is given. 
2. PROOFOFTHECONJECTIJRE 
The method of proof is basically that of Hlawka [l] for obtaining similar 
error bounds in case of Riemann integration over Ek of functions of 
bounded variation. 
Since w is a Lebesgue integrable function, w can be written as the 
difference of two positive integrable functions 
where w’(x) = Max(0, w(x)) and w*(x) = Max(0, -w(x)). Consequently 
there exist sequences (rf ), h = 1,2, of positive measurable stepfunctions 
such that 
t,” PWh, 
and (3) 
lim t,hdX, is finite. 
n-am J 
Since @‘)(w) = @)(w’) + @‘)(w*), 1 I p I k and ] ~(1,. . . , l)] = 
w’(1,. . . , 1) + w2(1, . . .) l), it suffices to prove the theorem for the func- 
tions wh. After introducing the quantities 
m(w’l,w) = + 2 w”(x,), 
X*EM 
(4) 
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we have to calculate Im(w”,o) - p(w’)I. (3) implies: 
vc > 0, 3,: vi > i,: p(wh) - p(f#!) < c, 
vc > 0, 3j,: vj >jo: m(wQd) - m(r,h,o) < e. 
Let I = max{i,,j,} and i > I. Then we have 
ImWd4 - PL(4l 
(5) 
Ilm(wh,w) - m(&w)l +Im(t,kw) - #)I +Ip(wI’) - r(ti”)l. 
Therefore (5) implies that 
vc > 0, 31: Vi > I: Im( ~*,a) - p(w*)( < 2~ +Im(t,h,w) - p($)l. 
(6) 
Since the t,!” are stepfunctions, they can be written in the form 
ti” = q~Q4wxq’ (7) 
where Q is a partition of semi-closed k-dimensional subintervals of Uk, x4 
is the characteristic function of q and the uf are constant functions on each 
interval q. It follows from (4) and (7) that 
p( t!) = q~Qa?(dhk(q n M)9 
and 
(8) 
Subtracting the two equalities (8) we obtain 
Since w is of bounded variation in the sense of Hardy and Krause, the 
same holds true for wh, h = 1,2. It then follows that 
k 
W*(x) I wh(l,...,l) + z 2 Vp)(wh,il ,..., i,). (10) 
p-1 Isi,<... <i,lk 
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From (3) and (10) we deduce that 
k 
a?(q) I W*(l,.. ., 1) + x lx Vp)(w*,i,, . . J,), q E Q- 
p-l Isi,<... <i,,<k 
Hence (9) becomes 
k 
wh(l,...,l) + I: 2 P)( w’; i,, 
p==l Isi,<... <i,<k 
x f k$l%f(Xk) - hk(“)I* 
(11) 
4) 1 
(12) 
By virtue of the equality 
Eqs. (I), (6) and (12) imply 
vc > 0: (M(WQd) - /A( < 2r 
+ wh(l,...,l) f 2 
[ 
2 P)(wh;i,,...,ip) 
p=l 15i,<+.. <i,$k 1 
x DN( w; 91qk’). 
This completes the proof. 
Two remarks are in order here. Firstly, in order that the error bound 
given by (2), should be useful one has to know more about f&(0; ‘%I$“)). 
In that respect some statements can be found in [3, 41. For instance, one 
has for infinite uniform distributed sequences in Ek that 
lim D,(w; nt!k’) = 0. 
N-b00 
Secondly, when replacing ‘?7& (k) by the family of all convex subsets in Ek, 
inequality (1) reduces to Zaremba’s error bound for integration on convex 
sets [5]. 
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